Background and Aims: To appraise the safety and effectiveness of one novel method with oscillating positive expiratory pressure (OPEP) for treating the refractory and severe central airway stenosis.
Methods: Two cases were collected. One 84-year-old lady diagnosed as intrathoracic goiter suppressing the trachea with aggregated dyspnea (MRC score 4). One 22-year-old lady with complex left main bronchus (LMB) stenosis due to historic tuberculosis (MRC score 3). Obstructive ventilatory dysfunction were observed. Due to the high risk for invasive treatments, a complex conservative method was adopted including anti-infection, bronchial hygiene and OPEP. They were followed up more than 10 months.
Results: For the 84-year lady, dyspnea was improved (MRC score 1), lumens of trachea enlarged ( Fig. 1) , pulmonary function didn't changed.
For the 22-year-old lady patient, dyspnea relieved (MRC score 0), the LMB, left upper/lower lobe bronchus were enlarged (Fig. 2) , pulmonary function also improved.
Conclusion: OPEP treatment may be a novel and non-invasive method for refractory benign central airway stenosis. Symptoms typically consist of a choking event followed by a cough and dyspnea, however, these findings are inconsistent and symptoms may mimic more chronic lung diseases such as asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
This report describes a case of undetected a Japanese spiny lobster aspiration for the primary care doctors.
Methods:
A 58-year-old man complained of a discomfort of a throat and persistent cough. He had visited a near internal medicine and prescribed ICS/LABA as cough variant asthma. After the treatment, his symptom did not get better so he was visited our hospital. A battery of tests was given to confirm the diagnosis.
Results: A computed tomography showed a calcification lesion in a right B8 bronchus. We reconstructed a coronal multiplanar reconstruction view and virtual bronchoscopy to evaluate the lesion and sharp and size. A cylindrical object was detected in the right B8 bronchus, which seemed a bronchial foreign body. A flexible bronchoscopy was performed to remove that.
A part of the Japanese spiny lobster had invaginated in the right B8 bronchus. That was removed by straight grasping forceps. The length was about 4 cm. After the bronchoscopy, his symptom was disappeared.
Conclusion:
Recently, the image technologies are developed with the progress of the era, such techniques should be applied to maximize the use of new methods.
VB can also help to determine the shape and exact localization of the foreign body and this information may help to shorten the operative time, reduce the burden on the patient and lead to safer and more effective treatment. 
